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$1. INTRODUCTION 
SPACE OF 
LET G be a compact Lie group and BG, be the classifying space of G with a disjoint base 
point. When G is finite, the problem of calculating the homotopy type of the dual spectrum 
of BG, was solved in [2]. Although partial results have been obtained in the general case, 
explicit description of the spectrum at various primes is only known in a few cases when the 
rank of G is one [cf. 4,8]. Moreover, in all such cases, the spectrum is shown to be a product 
of appropriate Thorn spectra. We will prove that this phenomenon continues to hold in the 
case of a torus. 
To understand our main result, suppose we have the following extension: 
l+T”-+N-+W+l 
where T” is a torus and W a p-group. In [4], we constructed a finite sequence of maps of 
spectra: 
S(N): S,o^ = %.” 1. @!.“_ 1 
L, 
-...dl-Q;=DBN;, 
where DX denote the dual spectrum of X and ( )p^ denote the completion at the prime p. 
The usage of S(N) was convenient in proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 [4]. Let G be a compact Lie group. The projection EC+ + So induces a map 
of spectra: 
@I v B WHAdWH 2: (S”)G = F(S’, S”)G + F(EG+, S”)G N F(BG+ , So) = BBC, 
of) 
where WH = NH/H, B WHAd WH is the Thorn spectrum of the adjoint representation of WH, 
(H) ranges over conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G, (S”)G is the equivariantfixed point 
spectrum of the sphere G-spectrum and F( ,) is the function space spectrum. 
Let p be a prime. Then @ induces the following injection of homotopy groups. 
In this note, we will prove the following 
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THEOREM 4.1. The sequence S(T”) consists of splitting maps. 
In fact, the &‘s are W-equivariant and we recover S(N) when we apply the W-homotopy 
fixed point functor to S(T”) i.e. F(E W, Jw. However, our splitting is non-equivariant and 
therefore does not prove S(N) splits in a similiar manner. The same method of proof also 
gives the following special case of a general theorem due to Feshbach [3]. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose W is a p-group and N = T” x W. Then we have the following 
isomorphism 
The author discovered the splitting of S(T”) while reading the paper of 
May-Snaith-Zelewski [7]. One of the implications of their results is that DBT;; can be 
expressed as products of Thorn spectra. However, this description does not carry the 
W-action in an evident fashion. The significance of our result is that while the cofibres of Ij’s 
are no longer products of Thorn spectra necessarily, the W-equivariant structure of DBT;; 
is preserved by S(T”) and therefore S(T”) can serve as an appropriate model to further 
analyze DBN ; p. 
We would like to thank Peter May for bringing [7] to our attention and Gunnar 
Carlsson for several helpful conversations. 
$2. A FILTRATION OF THE DUAL SPECTRUM OF BN, 
In this section, we will recall the construction of S(N) in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [4]. Let p be a prime. Suppose we have the following extension: 
l+T”+N-+W+l 
where T” is a torus and W a jkite p-group. Let T,$, be the group of all elements of order 
a power of p in T”. Then there exists a nested sequence {Fi) offmite subgroups of N such that 
Fi/Fi n T” z W with u Fi n T” = T&. Moreover, we have 
DBN;, = DBNaP+ r = lim DBFi^,,. 
i 
where 5 denotes homotopy inverse limit cf. [l] and U Fi G No,. For convenience, we may 
assume Fi n T” = {XE T” 1 x~“~’ = I>. 
The affirmative solution to Segal’s conjecture for finite p-groups yields [2]: 
ck V B wH;, E (SO),Fih -5 DBF:+, 
(H)cr, 
The next result describes the map (S”)Fs --) (S”)Fi-l induced from Fi_ 14 Fi. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [4]. Let K I c K2 be inclusion offinite groups.. Suppose we identify each 
summand of (S”)K1 (resp. (S”)K2) by its corresponding conjugacy class (H). Then under the map 
(S”)K2 + (S”)K1, (H) maps to {(Hg’ n K,)} where {gi} are a set of representatives for the 
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double coset space Kl\K2/NK2 H. Furthermore, the map is given by 
csi BWH, - B( W,)B,i tT B 
(NH)@ n K1 2 B N1(Hgi n K,) 
Hgi n K 1+ Hgi n K 1+ 
where Cgi is induced from conjugation and tr is the transfer map. 
Definition. Recall we have a nested sequence { Fi} of finite subgroups of N constructed 
in Proposition 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of Fi. We define the form of H to be 
1 H n T”/H n Fi-1 n T” 1 =J(H). 
Let 
%7(i) = v BWFiHZp c DBFc+p 
Vf) = F, 
fivf)2pj 
Since H c Fi impliesfi(H) <f;_ ,(H” n Fi- 1) for any aE Fi, it follows from Proposition 2.2 
that we have the diagram 
Q;+l(i + 1) -@;(i + 1) 
1 1 
@‘j”+i(i) - *‘j”(i) 
Here the horizontal maps are natural inclusions and the vertical maps are induced from 
Fi 4 Fi+l. Upon taking homotopy inverse limit with respect to i yields 
Since q!,“(i) = S,O^ and 42;(i) = DBFi;p, we have the following sequence 
S(N)$? =%!&%:_, A,-, -+...I’-Q;=DBN;, 
$3. HOMOTOPY FIXED POINT 
It is well known that EW, A &EN+/T”) is equivalent to BN, for any extension 
1 -+ T” + N + W + 1 where W acts on EN + /T” on the right via N. Identifying EN +/T” 
with ST; together with this W-action, it follows that we have 
F[BN+, So] z F[EW+ A wBT;,S”] g F[EW+ A BT:,S”]Wz FIEW+,DBT;lW. 
It will be shown later that the &‘s in S(T”) are in fact W-equivariant with respect o this 
action. Granted that for now, it is a natural question to ask whether S(N) can be recovered 
from applying the homotopy fixed point functor F[E W,, 1” to S(T”). In order to prove 
this is the case, we want to recall a general splitting result in equivariant stable homotopy 
theory which proves to be important in our situation. Suppose we are given an extension of 
compact Lie groups 
l+K+G-+J-+l. 
There is a universal K-free G-space E(K; G) characterized by the property that the H-fixed 
point of E(K; G) is contractible if H n K = 1 and empty otherwise. The quotient E(K; G)/K 
is denoted by B(K;G). 
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THEOREM 3.1 [6]. Suppose G isjinite. Let X be a based J-space regarded by pullback as 
a G-space. Then 
F[X, Y]‘s v F[X, E(W,H; WGH), /\ W,HyHIJtH) 
(H)CK 
where the sum ranges over the G-conjugacy classes of subgroups H in K and 
J(H) = W,H/W,H c J. 
Apply the theorem to the extension Fi n T + Fi + W yields 
F[S’, SoIF’ z v F[S’, B(W,,n TH; WF,H)+lWcH) 
(ff)cFin T 
The following generalization of Segal’s conjecture identifies each summand of the right 
hand side. 
THEOREM 3.2 [7]. Suppose 1 + K + G + J + 1 is an extension of compact 
where J is a p-group, then 
F[SO, B( WKH; WoH)+]i’H’A z F[EJ(H)+, B( W,H; WoH),];“““. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The &‘s in S(T”) are W-equivariant and 
FLEW,, S(Tn)lw z S(N). 
Proof: Since E W is W(H)-homotopically equivalent o E W(H), we have 
Lie groups 
F[EW(H)+,B(WFin TH; WFiH)+],W’H”’ z F[EW+,B(WF,n TH, WF,H)+]pW’H’” 
2 FCEW+, B(WF,n TH; WF~H)+ A W(H) W+l,“” 
Therefore 
F[S’, So];+ z F[E W,, (H) y., T WWF,, TH; W,,H)+ A IV(H) W’;,Iw 
= I 
since W is a p-group. In fact, it was shown in [6] that we have the following equivalence of 
Fi-spectra. 
(so);{” TA g V B(WF,n TH; W,,H)+ A w(tz)WGp 
(H)cFin T 
Now non-equivariantly, B( WFi n rH, WFiH) is just B( WF,nT H). Each summand in the 
above wedge sum corresponds to those summands of DBFi n T$P whose conjugacy classes 
form a single W-orbit. By collecting all W-conjugacy classes in Fi n T of the same form and 
using the naturality of the above equivalences, it follows then the &‘s are W-equivariant. 
Furthermore this implies that F[E W, , S(Tn)lW z S(N) since homotopy inverse limit 
commutes with homotopy fixed point. 0 
The following implication of Theorem 3.2 will be utilized in the next section. 
THEOREM 3.4 [7]. Let K be a compact Lie group and J a p-group. For each conjugacy 
class (L) of subgroups of J, the group W,L = N,LIL acts on the set of K-conjugacy classes of 
homomorphisms II/: L + K. For each representative II/ of the W,L-orbit, let 
A$ = {(u. $(u)) I UEL}CJ~K,N$=N_I~~L\$~~~W$=N$/AIC/. 
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Then for any-finite K-complex Z, there is a canonical map of spectra 
5: V EW$+ A~~Z~(~)+ F[BJ+, EK, A~Z=J. 
* 
which is an equivalence upon completion at p. 
Our goal is the following 
$4. PROOFS 
THEOREM 4.1. The sequence S(T”): 
consists of splitting maps. 
Recall we have the following result of Ravenel for n = 1. 
THEOREM 4.2 [8]. 
DBS’^ = S,o^ ” fi BS;ADSIA 
+P 
1 
In particular, Theorem 4.1 holds for n = 1. We proceed by induction on n. Observe that 
we have 
DBTJ; 2 DBT$;+p, g F[BT&,+, DBT;p;l]ph % FCBT&+ 9 DBT”,-‘I; 
Applying FCBTdp+, 1 to the sequence S(T”-I) yields 
FIBT;p+,@;I;] + . . , + FIBT;p+,@;-‘l + . . . FCBThp+,DW-‘l; 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists natural maps 
FIBT~y+,~;-l]~~~,~;~FIBTdl+,Q;-:l 
such that the following diagram commutes. 
F[BTdp+, @z-l] 
I 
FCET&+, Ll 
F[BT&+, 42;: :] 
Proof: Let Ty = {x E TmIxP’ = l}. We have 
FCBT&+, q;-l] = !&I F[BTj+, 4X;-‘] = lim lim F[BTi’,, &E-‘(i)] 
J ‘i‘i 
= 5 F[BTj:, %I- lo’)] 
J 
By Theorem 3.4, we have 
F[BT,(+, +2:-‘(j)] = V V BWI/G~ C.H+P 
Hc T;-' 
fi(H)Ld 
Cc Ti' 
!kH C-Tin-'/H 
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However, it is clear from the definition offi that we can rewrite the right hand side as 
V BWH:, 
Hc r;,fi(H)>p’ 
f,.(Hn 1 x T;-‘) t pk 
Thus we have a natural map 
induced from inclusions. Since these maps are compatible with j, taking homotopy inverse 
limit yields &. A similar construction holds for Pk. The fact that the diagram commutes is 
also clear. 0 
COROLLARY 4.4. F[BT&+, %!i-‘1 - OLk %!I; splits. 
Proof: If k = 0, this is obvious. From Lemma 4.3, we have a map of cofibre sequences 
F[BT&,+, @‘I;;] FcBTP’,+‘Ak+l! F[BT$ +,wr’l - F;k 
1 %+I yk 1 6% (4.4.1) 
@nk+1 
I X+1 
- @‘;: 
6 
- gk 
It follows from our induction hypothesis on n that the top row of (4.4.1) splits. An easy 
diagram chase shows that tlk + I splits whenever it holds for &. 0 
Consider the cofibration F[BT&+, @;-‘] 5 42: 5 i%?k. Notice that there is 
a commutative diagram 
Pick a retraction rk: Sk + %!; such that *k -% 9’;: 5 Sk is an homotopy equivalence. 
Consider the following map of cofibre sequences 
In order to prove the bottom row of (4.4.2) splits, it is sufficient to show that Yk is 
a summand Of Fk V i%?k under pk V ik o rk. 
Consider the following cofibration sequences 
V BWT;H:, + V BWT,FH;, + V B WT;H;~ 
H c T;fi(H) = p’ 
n 
f,(H) = P’ &yET$ 
H c T;&(H) = p’ 
h(H) = p*-’ 
where fj(H) = fj(Hn 1 x T,f’- ’ ). Taking homotopy inverse limit gives 
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Similarly, there is a cofibration sequence 
by taking the homotopy inverse limit of 
(*) V BWT;H$, + V BWT,FH;, -+ V BWT;H$~ 
H c T;h(H) = p*+’ H c T; H c T;J(H) = pk 
f,(H) = pk f,(H) = P’ j;(fo = Pk 
Since pk = p; 0 p; and JV~ is a summand of Yp, Corollary 4.4 implies that it suffices to 
check the following 
I, 
PROPOSITION 4.5. 9; -+ .Fk - “’ ‘3; is a split cofibration sequence. 
Proof. First we want to construct a doubly indexed cofibration sequence so that (*) is 
the diagonal. 
Let 
A:,, = v v v 
Hc &-I cc T,’ ‘---?_T;-‘IH 
SW*;,,. 
It is clear that 
f,(H) = P* 
A;,, = F[BT,:, @;-‘(s)/%;:;:(s)]. 
For simplicity, we denote the indices by the triple (C, @, H). There are maps 
induced from T,‘_ I 4 T,’ and %$-’ (s)/Bg; i(s) -b @‘;-‘(s - l)/%$; :(s - l), respectively. 
It is easy to check that 
,&(C, ti, H) = (C n T,-1, II/, H) and vXC, ti, H) = ($-‘(H n TK-,‘), +, Hn TZ:). 
For each triple (C, $, H), we can define a number M(C, II/ ,H) equals to the minimum 
number of generators of T,’ x T,“-l/z-l(A$) where K: T,’ x T:-’ + T,’ x Tt-‘/H is the 
projection. Using the fact that f,(H) = pk, we see that M(C, II/, H) = n - k or n - k + 1. 
Furthermore, M(C, I+?, H) = n - k implies M(p:,,(C, $, H)) = M(v;,(C, rl/, H)) = n - k. 
Let A:;f denote the wedge sum of those summands in A:,, with M(C, $, H) = n - k and 
A:;; denote the wedge sum of those summands in A:,, with M(C, I,$, H) = n - k + 1. We 
have the following commutative diagrams 
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If we let I = s, then one checks that M(C, $, H) =X(X-l(A+)). Therefore the cofibration 
sequence 
is precisely (*). This implies that the cofibration sequence 
is equal to 
lim A:;: + lim A:,, - C --+ 2 A::, 
r,s 1. s 1. s 
For a fixed i I s, let @,,S(i) be the wedge sum of those summands in A:,, whose 
corresponding triple (C, I(/, H) has the property that A(H) =A-i(HnT:Tf ). We have the 
following commutative diagram where the horizontal maps are natural projections. 
It is clear that taking homotopy inverse limit will yield the homotopy equivalence: 
A”, = lim A:,, - + @ Pr,,(i) = &!(i) 
s s 
In particular, we see that pr(i) is independent of i. We can define &!;J(i) and pr;; (i) 
analogously as before and again lim @,;: (i) = p;‘(i), lim @,;; (i) = p; - (i) are indepen- 
dent of i. For i 2 I, notice the t$is belonging to p,;z; are exactly those of the form 
(T,‘, t+Q, H). This implies that for i 2 I, the following cofibration sequences plit naturally 
@z(i) + P,,,(i) - iin,:; s2i 
Taking homotopy inverse limit yields the split cofibration sequence: 
P;+(i) + P,(i) + P;-(i) 
We will now drop the index i and implicitly assume i 2 I for the remaining discussion. 
Rewrite @ - as VOSelr-l l-Y where r,“*e correspond to those triples of the form 
(T,‘, t,b, H). Under p: = lim PL:,,, we have the following diagram 
-s 
In order to prove 
lim P;’ -+ lim Pr --) lim A:- - - 
I I I 
is a split cofibration sequence, it suffices to construct a map c,_i: ti;_‘l -+ A:’ such that 
cc,, cr_i is homotopic to the identity. For then one can construct a retraction y,: 
;i: + @*’ defined inductively by y, 1~ = id and yI 1 rFe = [,_ 1 o y,_ 1 o pt. 
Thus the whole problem comes down to constructing c,_ 1. To accomplish that, we shall 
construct maps i,_ l,S: p;_?l,,(r) + zinl;S+ (r) s 2 I which are compatible with v::. To prove 
that such maps exist, consider the geometry of A;.,. First of all, if we represent each Thorn 
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spectrum in A:,, by a node, then A”,,, has the structure of a disjoint union of trees. Call the 
bottom node of each tree the root. For each node, there is an obvious notion of its root. The 
process of going from A:, s to pr,,(i) is to chop off i levels of each tree starting from the each 
root. Recall at each node, there corresponds a triple (C, ti, H). If i 2 r, the condition on each 
H implies that the homomorphisms $ at the node x actually comes from a homomorphism 
$ at the root x. This implies that Li:;: (i) is determined essentially by the data at all its roots. 
Going from pr:: (i) to A:Tl,,(i), i 2 Y, corresponds to restricting the homorphisms at the 
roots of pr;: (i) to T,.? 1. Therefore to construct [,._ l,s, all we need to do is to choose a lifting 
of $: T,‘, + T,“-‘/H to II/‘: T,’ + T,“-’ /H at all the roots of @_?l,s(r). Since WI+G would 
then be equal to W$‘, the induced transfer given by Proposition 2.2 is actually the identity. 
Since the [,_ l,s’s are compatible with the v;:’ l,s’s, taking homotopy inverse limit will 
give [,_ 1. q 
Hence we have finished the proof of Theorem 4.1. It is clear that the retraction we have 
constructed for each lk is highly non-equivariant. Therefore our result does not prove S(N) 
splits in general. However we do have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let N = T” x W where W is a p-group. Then S(N) consists of splitting 
maps. 
ProojI By our assumption, we have S(N) = [E W,, S(T”)lW = F[BW+, S(T”)]. The 
corollary now follows from Proposition 3.3. cl 
In fact, we can describe DBN ;p in this situation. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose W is a p-group and N = T” x W, then DBN;, is a product of 
spectra of the form B WHidWHA where H is a closed subgroup of N. 
Proof By our assumption, BN = BT” x BW. Therefore DBN;, = F[BW+, DBT:^,]. 
By Theorem 3.4, it suffices to prove the result for T”. When n = 1, the result holds by 
Theorem 4.2. By induction on n, we may assume DBT;;’ A is a product of such Thorn 
spectra. Since DBT:^, = F[BT&+, DBT:;‘^], it reduces to show F[BT&+, DBT:,‘^] 
is a product of such Thorn spectra. 
Let 
0, = F[BT,‘+, B WHidWHA ] = F [BT,: , B WHAdWH]; . 
Using Theorem 3.4, let 0: be the wedge sum of those summands in 0, whose correspond- 
ing subgroup in T,’ is T,’ and 0; be the wedge sum of those summands corresponding to 
proper subgroups of T,‘. Rewrite 0; as V ose I r- 1 Y,? where Yf corresponds to the 
subgroup T,’ c T,' . Under ST,‘_ 1 + -+ BT,!+ , we have the diagram 
An argument similar to the one given in the proof of Proposition 4.5 shows that 
lim 0: + lim 0, + lim 0; 
7 - I Y- 
is a split cofibration sequence. Now it is a standard result in stable homotopy that lim Yp is 
a Thorn spectra of the appropriate kind [cf. 4, Prop. 2.91. Thus it remains xbrove 
lim 0: is also a product of such Thorn spectra. 
c--l 
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Notice that the transfer maps in the system (0:) d,} are actually equivalences between 
Thorn spectra. This implies that the system {a,?, d,} is equivalent to a system (0:) &) 
which looks like 
B WHfdWH1 v . . . v BWHhdWHi v BWHIp+drHi+l . . . v B WHhdWHj 
_1z _IL 10 16 
BWH;AdWH; v . . . v BWH;AdWH; v BWH;$~WH~+I . . . v BWH;AdWH; 
The explicit construction of an equivalence between these two systems will not be given here 
though it is very similar to the construction of yt in Proposition 4.5. Clearly then 
Lmd 0: is a product of the appropriate Thorn spectra since Ed, 0: is one. 0 
r r 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose W is a p-group and N = T” x W. The map 
Q: v B WHAdWH + DBN, 
(If) 
constructed in Theorem 1.1 induces the following isomorphism of homotopy groups. 
no@‘: ,“pN no(BWH;& -, no(DBN:,) 
dim HC=n 
Proof: Consider the natural projection BTY 5 So. By Proposition 4.7, the cofibre of 
(SO); = (OS’); & DBT;; is a product of Thorn spectra of the form B WHfWH A where 
dim WH r 1. The corollary now follows from Theorem 3.2 since all the summands are 
1 -connected. n 
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